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In conversation with Indy’s built environment CHAMPIONS and INNOVATORS.
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Our goal as architects is to make a 
better city, a better community, and 
create walkable, livable places.”
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KRISTIN OKELEY
To do things differently … and bring 
more of a lifestyle concept to design.”
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MICAH HILLKRISTIN OKELEY

Kristin Okeley’s dad probably didn’t realize 
he was setting her on a career path 
when the industrial arts teacher built his 
9-year-old daughter a dollhouse, which 
she promptly  remodeled and renovated. 
But that’s exactly what he did. Many years 
later she launched her full-service company 
— Kitchens by Design whose operations 
later expanded well beyond the kitchen 
and throughout the entire house. By then it 
became KBD Home. 

“I always knew I wanted to own my own 
business,” Okeley says. “I had so many 
ideas of how to do things differently and 
bring more of a lifestyle concept to design 
so it didn’t have to feel either too fluffy 
or too cold.” And now she’s got an entire 
team dedicated to bringing cool, functional 
designs to Indiana. 

Okeley doesn’t like to tie her aesthetic too 

closely to passing trends, instead opting 
to let her clients and their homes speak to 
her and inform her designs, making sure 
they are also functional: “I’m a chameleon.” 
But that doesn’t mean she’s not excited 
by newness. “I’ve witnessed so much 
wonderful change in the Indianapolis design 
scene,” says Okeley. “There was a time 
when you had to go to Chicago or New York 
often, but now the world is so much more 
interconnected, and we have so many more 
resources.” She says that social media has 
made the process a lot more fun, both for 
her and for her clients. “The clients are so 
much more savvy, and I actually love that.”

A perfect example of Okeley’s design 
philosophy might just be the most recent 
Dream Home in Indy, which she described 
as bringing back The Brady Bunch. “We 
were able to recycle and resource true 
mid-century pieces that feel like a piece of 

To do things differently … and bring 
more of a lifestyle concept to design.”

DESIGNER
Words by ABBY GARDNER + Photograph by ESTHER BOSTON

Local builder Micah J. Hill has always loved 
design, construction, and building. From 
a young age, he would notice housing 
structures and knew he would forge a 
career in building construction. Armed with 
a business degree from Taylor University, 
he enhanced his skill set by interning and 
working for larger firms, learning everything 
from framing to landscaping. Today, Hill 
is a founding member and principal of 
Compendium Group LLC. 

“I’ve been building downtown since 2000 
– well before it became cool,” he says. “It’s 
been really interesting and fulfilling to see 
downtown change from the community 
it once was. It used to be urban pioneers 
moving downtown, and you rarely saw 
families. Now I have clients with kids who 
are making the choice they want to be in 
the city.”

Hill and his wife, Tatum, and daughter, 
Cora, reside in the house that he built in 
the Windsor Park Neighborhood, on the 
Near East Side. It’s a short distance to the 
city’s parks, trails, and cultural districts 
that the family enjoys. Compendium Group 
focuses its construction endeavors solely 

in the downtown area and surrounding 
neighborhoods; specializing in residential, 
commercial, healthy homes, and 
historic projects. 

The firm recently completed a rehab of 
the oldest house in Fletcher Place. It was 
built in the 1870s. The neighborhood was 
not going to allow it to be destroyed. While 
challenging – the house had rocked and 
twisted, and its walls had been shored up 
with braces - the end result was rewarding 
for Hill. Compendium Group is now involved 
in redevelopment of the land surrounding 
the old Indiana Central State Hospital.  

“Central State is gaining a lot of momentum 
right now,” Hill says. “It went from a place 
that for so long had a 6-foot-tall fence and 
barbed wire around it. Now that’s all gone, 
and I’m really happy to be a part of it.”

Hill sees the city’s IT boom factoring into 
local trends and influencing the build 
environment in downtown Indianapolis. 

Companies are attracting employees from 
larger cities, such as San Francisco and 
Boston, and many transplants want to live 
downtown. He sees the impact on the local 
build scene. 

“The purist form of architecture when 
you look back in history, was how people 
incorporated the materials they had around 
them. From the timber-framed cabins to 
the stone cottages that were built around 
shipping lanes, architecture responded with 
the natural environment and resources that 
were available,” he explains. “Today, Indy’s 
strong IT presence is dictating housing in a 
similar way, from style to technology. If they 
can get it on their phone, they want it in 
their house.”

The Greenwood native wasn’t initially sold 
on staying in Indianapolis, but began to feel 
more settled about ten years ago, as the 
city continued to evolve.

“It’s about all the connections. There’s 
about two to three degrees of separation 
from people. It’s being a part of the growth 
of a cool and vibrant city,” he says. “I 
eventually stopped looking outside of 
Indianapolis and said this is where I’m 
putting my roots down.”
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JANICE SHIMIZU & 
JOSHUA COGGESHALL

WIL MARQUEZ

I’m a designer, a 
creator; I’m curious 
and an agitator.”
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JANICE SHIMIZU & 
JOSHUA COGGESHALL

Shimizu+Coggeshall Architects (S+CA) was 
created. Together they grew their firm into a 
busy practice and completed one of the first 
certified Platinum projects in the LA LEED for 
Homes program.

And then they decided to move to Muncie, 
where Coggeshall took a tenure position in 
the College of Architecture and Planning 
at Ball State; Shimizu teaches there, and is 
the director of the Master of Architecture 
program.

They explain that moving to Indiana allowed 
them to rethink the way they practice: 
“We were intrigued by the opportunity 
to be a part of the shifting design 
community in Indiana, and help grow a 
larger conversation in the Midwest around 
design,” Coggeshall says. 

They were willing to take a risk to leave 
their west coast life and move out here. 
Shimizu says it was a leap of faith, but when 
Coggeshall interviewed with the school and 
met with the students, he was impressed 
by the facilities and the students’ Midwest 
work ethic—  their ability to fabricate and fix 
things. 

If they have any reservations about 
their decision to move to a small town in 
northern Indiana, they don’t let on about 
it. “We’ve been here long enough that we 
now have a good network at the university, 
in Indianapolis, Columbus, and also 
regionally,” Shimizu says.

They’ve worked on a variety of projects 
around the state, including creating a 
commissioned installation for The Public 
Collection with Stuart Hyatt at Horizon 
House, a day center for the homeless on the 
near east side of Indy. They are members of 
the founding curatorial team that created 
Exhibit Columbus back in 2014. In addition, 
they are coordinating the University 
Installations for the 2017 exhibition, where 
six universities from the heartland have 
each built site-responsive installations next 
to Central Middle School.

Janice Shimizu and Joshua Coggeshall 
moved from Los Angeles to become 
professors of architecture at Ball State 
University in 2009. Today they are sitting 
at their wooden dining room table that 
has a kind of handmade charm, which is 
accentuated by the set of eight blue and 
white Eames Molded Plastic Chairs. Their 
dining room in Muncie, Indiana, is filled 
with art and design pieces on the wall and 
resting in the corner. The inside of their 
home suggests a rich inner life filled with 
things that tell meaningful stories from lives 
well lived.

Shimizu and Coggeshall built the dining 
table for the simple reason that they needed 
a table. “We had just moved from Los 
Angeles, and we had about an afternoon to 
build it,” he says. “I just grabbed a sheet of 
plywood, and Janice and I worked out the 
design and made it out in the driveway.”

It’s this kind of direct approach to solving 
design challenges that seems to permeate 
so much of who they are as partners in 
design and life. They describe their working 
style as one that has evolved over the 
years — one of them develops a project 
conceptually, then brings it to the other 
person who critiques it, adds to it, and then 
the other person continues on. 

“There’s no single author,” Shimizu explains. 
“Everything we do has both our input in it. 
Sometimes, when one of us is working on 
a drawing, or an idea, the other person just 
picks it up and runs with it for a while.”

Their professional lives have been 
intertwined since graduate school in 
architecture at SCI-Arc. The personal 
relationship came later and today includes 
two young children. “Joshua was one of the 
people that I always had a lot of respect 
for,” Shimizu says.

After working for a number of large design 
firms in LA, Coggeshall started his own 
architectural practice in 2001 and was 
doing a lot of small additions; 200-, 300-, 
and 400-square-feet projects. Shimizu 
joined the practice in 2004, and their firm 
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Beauty is important … I’m an 
interpreter as much as I am an artist.” 

TOM GALLAGHER
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There are no rules! The key 
is keeping things cohesive.”
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